Jobs word puzzle

Use the clues below to help you guess these job related words

PILOT CHEF DOCTOR DENTIST FIREFIGHTER WAITER POLICEMAN REPORTER TAXI RESTAURANT SCHOOL

Across
2. Who takes care of teeth?
4. Who cooks in a restaurant or hotel?
7. This person helps to keep us safe.
10. Who flies planes?
11. This person reports the news on radio or TV.

Down
1. Who fights fires?
3. What does a taxi driver drive?
5. This person treats patients at the hospital.
6. Who works in a restaurant, but is not a cook?
8. Where does a teacher work?
9. Where does a waiter work?
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Jobs word puzzle

Use the clues below to help you guess these job related words

PILOT CHEF DOCTOR DENTIST FIREFIGHTER WAITER POLICEMAN REPORTER TAXI RESTAURANT SCHOOL

Across
2. Who takes care of teeth? [DENTIST]
4. Who cooks in a restaurant or hotel? [CHEF]
7. This person helps to keep us safe. [POLICEMAN]
10. Who flies planes? [PILOT]
11. This person reports the news on radio or TV. [REPORTER]

Down
1. Who fights fires? [FIREFIGHTER]
3. What does a taxi driver drive? [TAXI]
5. This person treats patients at the hospital. [DOCTOR]
6. Who works in a restaurant, but is not a cook? [WAITER]
8. Where does a teacher work? [SCHOOL]
9. Where does a waiter work? [RESTAURANT]